1. Install Reports ForNAV. If you need help with this, see here. Please note you need to install on the destination server and your local PC (if they are separate machines) when doing the conversion. When later running the reports, you only need to install on the server.

2. Check that the system locale it set correctly on your machine.
3. Enable OData web services in the Dynamics NAV admin console.

4. Expose page 7702 as a web service named “Fields” and copy the OData URL to the clipboard.

5. Restart the Dynamics NAV Server
6. Export the reports you want to convert from C/SIDE. You can choose one or multiple reports. Save them as Text Format.

7. Start the Reports ForNAV Converter (convert.exe)
8. Paste the OData URL in the Web Service field (only first time) and enter the name of the input and output text files.

9. Press the “T” button next to the Web Service field to test that the web service works.
11. Press Convert to convert the reports and view the log if error occurs.
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12. Import the report in NAV 2013, NAV 2013 R2, or NAV 2015.
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13. Upgrade the business logic (if needed) and compile.